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We adopt p Election-by-Lot, and it’s hello to ~

EL hello.wpd

T total disappearance of political moxey, “experience,” professionalism, and/or
organizational experteeism in high office;
Whaaat? Need you be reminded that it has been exactly that – “political moxey and/or organizational experteeism” (not to mention high IQs) – which have delivered us and all the rest of the
world to exactly where we are right now? This “New World Order” of theirs is nothing more
that the Old World Dis-Order – rule-by-the-few Oligarchy – but attired in a new costume. So
to your objection we must say, “Wrong!”

total disappearance of political moxey, “experience,” professionalism, and/or
organizational experteeism in high office;
You already said that. But let’s get down to this “experience” in legislating and administrating
and to the skills of thinking and speech that you seem to associate with the business of governing. Not all politicians have been law-schooled or majors in “Political Science.” In fact, some
have been politicians without any college degree at all. Our point is that there exists in this
world no valid criteria detailing the difference between a good political candidate and a bad
one. But when we talk about “democracy,” the essential element in any rule-by-law Republic,
we then come face-to-face with the necessity for something at least close to a match between
the persona of a line of presidents or an assembly full of congressmen and the persona of the
public at large. If democracy (i.e., fairness) is truly the objective, then said officers should be
representative OF the whole population being “represented.” So in your exalting of governing
talents into the stratosphere, we must say you are Wrong!

ordinary people in high office couldn’t handle the job;
“THE job.” You’re right, and that’s why “the job” itself would change. And we would suggest that, in said “changing,” all legislating and administrating and ajudicating too would have
to return to the strict boundaries delineated in the Constitution. No longer would “the general
welfare” entail what Rep. Pete Stark called “most anything in this country” the federal government wants to do. Career politicians have long proven themselves disinterested in adhering
to and greatly interested in venturing away from the Constitution. So in presuming that a “job”
would remain as hopelessly gargantuan under BEL as it now is under Republocrat BEP, we
must call you Wrong!

not just anybody can do all that presidents and congressmen are called
upon to do;
Presidents are “called upon” to legislate, and congressmen are “called upon” to turn a blind
eye to presidential war making, regulating as if law making, etc. Constitution-bound politicians-for-a-season are not likely as susceptible to such usurpations of power.

some people are physically, mentally, morally, illiterately, conscientously or
providentially unfit for government service;
Right. However, the one and only BEL system being proposed includes the practical deviation
from puritanical democracy, that being a localized Draft Board not unlike that of the Military’s
Selective Service System dating back to the Vietnam years. Deferments, either temporary or
permanent and either requested by the Board or by the potential candidate, would be issued
so as to exclude all such handicapped citizens from the various candidate pools. It might not
have worked perfectly during those earlier times, but some of the drafted soldiers did end up
winning medals for acts of heroism.

BEL might be right in good-vs.-bad theory, but the thoroughly evil oligarches
will use all their propaganda and then laser-guided powers to nip your
“Revolution” in the bud;
Whether it be “God protecting fools” or “God blessing that which honors Him,” either way
we lovers of Liberty and Justice for all must never let ourselves be lured into their military
arena where the settlement must be via War “games.” But even with that point of Wisdom,
it has always been their way to provoke us to violence, even if initiated by their own, Oligarchy-enlisted agents provocateurs so as to lend justification to their invasion outrages against
us. Therefore, reliance upon God’s miracles must be our prerequisite from this pre-revolutionary day and forever onward.

there’s no use even thinking about BEL, because it’s simply not going to happen!
Now we’re right back where you started, at the cowardly knee-jerk stage. And if this “first
reaction” is still your “last resort,” then you are more than welcomed to “jump ship” – we
don’t need you. (And take your Jeanne Dixon crystal ball with you.)
However, if that old Bright-Idea “light bulb” has come on in your mind as a result of
pondering this escape from Oligarchy of the Ages and venturing into the Justice of “democracy” and Liberty of “Republic” that are more than in-names-only, then we urge you not to
“join with us” but, instead, to strike out on your own, launching a BEL website maybe, writing
and publishing a BEL book maybe, converting other BEP subjects certainly and enlisting
others into the BEL Idea, et al. If you’re VISIONARY -enough to see it, then you’re bound to
be ACTIVIST -enough to do something for it.

YOU?

